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NEW QUESTION: 1
Video private network transmission network has higher network
security due to the support of Huawei transmission equipment
A. Line encryption
B. Wavelength isolation
C. Business hard isolation
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2

The "Hit count" feature allows tracking the number of
connections that each rule matches. Will the Hit count feature
work independently from logging and Track the hits even if the
Track option is set to "None"?
A. Yes, it will work independently as long as "analyze all
rules" tick box is enabled on the Security Gateway
B. No, it will not work independently because hit count
requires all rules to be logged
C. Yes, it will work independently because when you enable Hit
Count, the SMS collects the data from supported Security
Gateways
D. No, it will not work independently. Hit Count will be shown
only for rules with Track options set as Log or alert
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the minimum VMware Hypervisor version a server must be
running in order to support the deployment of a UnityVSA
system?
A. 6.0
B. 5.0
C. 4.0
D. 5.5
Answer: D
Explanation:
UnityVSA requirements include: VMWare ESXi 5.x, 6.x
References:
https://sweden.emc.com/products-solutions/trial-software-downlo
ad/unity-vsa.htm
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